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INTRODUCTION
Prosodic grouping can be defined as the way in which phonological units a¡e assumed to
join together to form larger units. Such grouping has, at variõus times and by various
authors, been accounted for by appealing to one oi more of three distinct but intêr-related
cha¡acteristics which I refer to here as p,¿aþs (= prominence, headedness), boundaries (=
disjulcture, discontinuity) and cohesion. 1= juncture, continuity).

There is a cenain redundancy in these three cha¡acterisúcs. Thus bounda¡ies and
cohesion, for example, are mutually exclusive, logether defining prosodic goups (=¡¡¡i¡s,
constituents or domains). The relationship betweèn domains añä groups i1 niore subtle
and also more rheory dependent. HaUè & Vergnaud (19S7)-argúe that the pure
ropresentation of heads 1= peaks) and the pure reþresentation of dómains 1= groipÐ
constitute "conjugate represenrations" which together define the notion of gòvelnmênt
:"the property of being a head is the same as lhat of being a governing element ín a
constituent, and the pr-operry-of being ín some domaín il the sane as that of being
governed by some head." (p 16)

Despite this redundancy, I argue that these three characteristics are worth
distinguishing when we look at the way prosodic constituents a¡e defined. Before
looking at the way they apply to spoken langìage, as an exercise it may be interesting to
see how these concepts can be applied ìo wrinen language where the notion-of
constituents seems more easily definéd.

Grouping in written language.
Note that we are interested here.in looking at the formal graphic constituents of written
language, not the lin-guistic constituents. Ai the lowest leve-i wè may distinguish the lener.
Letters combine io formwords. Words combine to lorm punctualion grorþs (i.e. groups
delimited þy punctuation marks). Punctuarion groups combine to"form pàrag'raptis.
Above the level of the paragr.aph,. constiruents vary dèpending on the type õf dõument.
A book may be further organised into clapters and.vohanes :óther doci¡-ments may have
a much more highly organised and specific structure.

Assuming that 1ve-are ,cgncgrne{ with printed texts using the roman alphabet, letters,
as constituents a¡e defined by the characte-ristic of cohesionf a letter is a graphic'symboi
presenting a horizontal continuity (some letters such as i, j and acceñteâ letters are
discontinuous but the discontinuity is always vertical). Toiake into accounr cursive
handwriting (or other,writing.sysrems such ãs Arabic or Devanagari where individual
letters a¡e not necessarily disjoint) we should need to appeal to a notion of sraohic peak to
define the way in which we separare one letrer from anbther. The graphiõwôrd càn also
be thought-of as being- defined by its cohesive properties : a ivoid consisting of a
s-equence of contiguous leners. The punctuation-group is a clearcut case of a bouñdary-
defined constiruent marked. Paragraphs, like woids, ä¡e units which can be defined in
terms ofcoìesion. cha-pters are definèd.by boundaries (chapter headings) and usually by
9.o.he.9io1 

(new page for.new chapter). Volumes too arê defined ùoitr Uy coheiion
(binding) and boundaries (covers).

Besides these formal constituents, graphic texts can also be divided into lines and
pages which are not co,nstituents although as I have mentioned they are used as part of the
cohesive properties defining paragriphs and chapters respec-rively. If we set up a
hierarchy among puncruation bõundary-symbols defùing minör symbols 1, ; :) and måior
symbols (. ? !) then we can define a furrhêr hierarchical level : thé sentencä, iitermediäte
between the-punctuation_group.and.the paragraph. unlike the other graphic constituents
we have defined, this distinction is nót baied on formal properti-es'of the boundary
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symbols themselves. Sentences are also marked by a boundary symbol in the form of an
iñitial capital letær but initial capitals a¡e not sufficient defining characteristics (this is even
morc tue in German).

It is conþoversial whether reading appeals to intermediate constituents between the
letter and the word. Against the clas:sicidea that reading can make use of both di¡ect
(onhog¡aphic) and indlrect (phonological) lexical access, recent research (Trciman &
Chafetã 1987¡ suggests that intermediaæ units between the letær ar¡d the wø-d may play a
greater role in réãding than has hitherto been thought. Interestingly, if.we.look at
ðharacterisations of the so¿oriry hierarcþ of phonemes such as the following (adaprcd

frrom Goldsmittt 1990, pl12) :

{ a>e;o>i;u>r>1)min)s)vr'z¡D;f¡Q>b;d;g>prt;k )

it is a rather striking fact, which to my knowledge has not been pointed out before' that
the shape ofthe leaérs partially encodès this hiera¡chy, All of the symbols on the lcfthand
(strong) side of the hieiarchy (exceptfor lll) are small letters whereas all of those on the
ùght aiê ascending or desceñding letters. It seems difücult to imagine that such.a fact is a
mËre coincidencel Small letterlseem, then, to act as potentidsyllable peaks, which
explains both why lower-case letters are generally considered more legible than up¡er
caie (Tinker 1963), and how the shape of a word can function as a cue to its lexical
identity (Walker I 987).

Wé can conclude fiom this discussion that even in the case ofprinted language where
a document is entirely composed of a sequence ofdiscrete symboli, there a¡e a number of
formal constituents (line, page) whose role is only marginal while other_c_onstituents
(syllable, sentence) are only indirectly relaæd to or derivable from the printed forrn"

GROUPING IN SPEECH
As is to be expected, the relation between the observable data andrhe phonological unis
which a¡e assi¡med to structu¡e this data is even more indirect in the case of speech than
in the case of written language. In speech, unlike in writing, there are no unequivocable
units on which an analysii can be based. The only direct formal constituents of a speech-
signal are portions delimited by silences and/or by breathing. Both o{ thgse have in the
pa-st been iaken as boundary signals for phonological co-nstituents,. i _ 'breath-gloups'
(Sweet 1890; Jones 1949; iieberman 1980) or þause-defined units'(Brown, Currie &
Kenwortlry 1980). Lieberman's categorical affirmaion : "tfu breath-gr-oup ß thc prbnary
elemeil tl;at people we to segmentihe Ílow of speech into sentenceJikc units" (p )AO) is
worth connásting with Sweét's far more cautious !'T!æse bryatþ-grouPs correspond
Dartially to the logical divisíon into sentences". The parallel with line ends and page

breaks in reading is instructive since these, as we sáw above, just like breaths and
silences, are neither necessafy nor sufficient criteria for isolating linguistic units even
though higher order linguisiic units will often make use of such direct physical
characteristics to reinforce the intemal cohesion ofthe units.

Since the observation of directly delimited prosodic units does not prove very
rewarding, the next step is to look at-those indi¡ect units which^have beenproposed in
various aialyses. Betwèen the phoneme and the utterance, the following hierarchy is a
fairly raditional one in prosodic analysis :

syllabie < accent-group < intonation unit
None of these prosodic units are uncoitroversial. I propose to ¡eview each in turn

together with alterñadve proposals that have been made for units of approximately the

saÉre level. There have bein ã number of proposals conceming prosodic units above the
intonation unit - paratones - the prosodic equivalent ofparagr-aphs. Research in_this_area,

in particular intoìhe prosodic snucture of discourse, is a world unto itself and I shall not
anempt to deal with it at all in this paper.

AROUND THE SYLLABLE
It could be claimed that the syllable is the prosodic unit for which there is the greatest

consensus among linguists aná phoneticians. Speakers'intuitions conceming the number
of syllables for eiamþle are far àrore consisteni than those coneming phonemes. Thus de

Corirulier (1982) hai shown that French speakers can easily spot an odd-man-out in
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s€quences o! wgrds consisting of three syllables (quantité, apéro, Nicolas,...) whereas
$ey a.g totally incapableof performing the same son of operãtion on words made up of
three phonemes (nuit, avis, tard, train...)(p 59.). The syüãble, it has been claimedìs a
good contender for the role of basic unit of speech percéption (Mehler et al. l98l). The
demonstration of a syllabic effect in French (i.e. shoner réaction time for a deteÆtion task
when targets_ \ilere syllables than when they were smaller or larger than syllables) was not
however replicated for English (Cutler, Mehler, Nonis & Segui 1986). îhis was taken to
imply the existence of a language-specific comprehension stráßgy and seemed to support
the claim that cenain consonanrs in English-are ambisyllabið, that is belong to-6oth
gqJ3gery s-y{qblgs. Qnferson &.Jones 1974, Kahn 1976): Orher phonologists (-Kipanky
1979, Selkirk 1982) have claimed rhat ambisyllabicity is nöt necelsary'within a
framework making use of the notion of 'foot'.

- Most-of the arguments in favour of the syllable as a unit are really arguments in
favour of syllabicity rather than syllabic constituency : syllables, in õtheiwords (in
languages like English) are idenrified by their peak charac'teristics rather than by their
bounda¡ies or their intemal coherence. Recent work on temporal patteming has biought
up an altemative candidate for modelling segmental duratiöns. This is thã V-to-V u-nit
used by F.ant.& Icuc\epberg 1988, Fant, Kruckenberg & Nord 1991 consisting ofa
sequence beginning with tþe vowel onset and continuing up to but not includiñg the
following vowel onset. There is considerable evidencã that the vowel onseús a
particularly_cruclal pqn of {g spçgh signal @ogil 1986). Barbosa & Bailly 1992 suggest
that normalised duration ofv+o-V units gives a-bener image ofprosodic boundarieiõran
does syllable duration. My own analysisbf a reading of a óne-minute continuous text in
French reveals that v+o-v unis have smaller variance than the corresponding syllables in
the same text This is ro be pur inro relarionship with the finding of Wþhunan ei al (1992)
that final lengthening only äpplies to the segmèns in the final iime, nõt tne nnu svìhble.
The picture which emerges from these fiñdings is that the syllable is not perliaps so
strongly entrenched as a phonological unit ás has often been believed. insteâd of
s-yllables,ìt could turn out to be their immediate constituents (onsets and rimes) which are
the basic building blocks for speech.

AROUND THE ACCENT GROUP
Above the syllable, the accent group, or foot, is probably the most respectable
pholological unit in common use. This unit, Iike the syllable, is obviously essàtially a
peak phénomenon. It is not evidenr that foor boundariei are themselves iíanv wav well
dqfiqdr The term'accent group'or'foot'is often used indiscriminately to refer tó units
which should perhaps be more carefully distinguished. Thus the foot cair be taken to be a
strictly phonological unit (Selkirk 1978) a purely rhythmic unit (Abercrombie 1964), a
qitch accent or tonal unit, or even a mixed syntactic/pñonological unit. The relationshió of
the accent-group to the word has alwayd been cöntroveisial. Thus pike (1945) änd
Jassem (1951) both distinguished rhythmic unirs from tonal units. For both authors
thythm unjts were essentially groups of words. Unlike pike's 'contour', however
Jassem's Tonal unit does not take into account word boundaries but groups unstressed
syllables with the preceding sressed syllable, irrespective of word bõund-aries. This is
precisely-the same unit which-Abercrombie (1964), followed by Halliday (1968) later
promoted-as the__Foot. Most of the evidence on final lengthening seems tð suggeit that
any boundary effects are associared with the word (Beclõnan &-Edwards 199õ)-or with
higher order constituents (wightman er al. 1992) rather rhan with the foot itóelf. The
controversy as to the relevance of the Foot to prosodic analysis is, however, far from
over as can be seen from the discussion between Nootebobm 1991, Fant 1991 and
Kohler l99l for example. It also remains to be seen whether the Foot can be seneralised
to account for language-specific characteristics. Hirst & Di crisro (in press) ñggest that
Germ¿nic languages in. general are characterised by left-headed àccènt giouil linitiat
prominence) whereas similar strucrures in Romancê languages are rightlheaäed lnnal
prominence) (cf rhe analysis of French in Wenk & Wiolanã lt82).

.A second qu-estion,relates to the position of the boundary of the foot. Although most
authors have defined the foot as a grõup of syllables, others, following læa (198õ), have
preferred to work with the 'interstrèss intervãl' defined as the sequencé running from the
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onset of one stressed vowel to the next (Fant Kruckenberg & Nord 1991, Wightman et
al. 1992). Systematic comparisons of the approporiateness of different prosodic
constituents in different languages remain to be made.

AROUND THE INTONATION UNIT
Feet are generally held to be grouped into higher order constituents for which there are a
great number of different proposals in the literature. Most work within the British
tradition of intonation analyais has assumed, with a few exceptions, a single hierarchical
level variously referred to as the "sense-group", "tone-group" or "intonation unit" (see
Hirst & Di Cristo in press for a review), Recent work on the TOBI transcription system
(Silverman et al 1992, Hirschberg & Beckman 1993) has followed Beckman &
Pierrehumbert (1986) in assuming that at least in English and lapanese there are two
levels of intonation units : called 'intermediate phrase' and 'intonational phrase'
respectively. Although it is claimed that these units are distinguished by tonal boundary
signals ('phrase accent' and 'boundary tone'respectively, this distinction is as yet
exnemely theory intemal, since there is no simple one-to-one cofiespondance between
acoustic data and such bounda¡ies. A valley in the F0 curve for example may be
interpreted as aLVo boundary tone, a L phrase accent, the -L or *L of a pitch accent or
simply an unspecified sagging transition befween two high pirch accents.

Rècent córpus-based studies of durational cues for prosodic constituency have
suggested thaf more than two levels of intonation units can be systematically
disti-nguished. Thus both Campbell & Ladd (1991) and Wightman & al. (1992) found
that atleast four degrees could be established on the basis of final lengthening. This has
been interpreted by Ladd & Campbell as evidence in support of the claim (Ladd 1986)
that there is no principled limit to the depth of prosodic st¡uctur€. A similar claim has

been made by Manin (1975) and is implicit in the 'performance structures'of Gee &
Grosjean (1983), Monnin & Grosjean (in press). It still remains to be shown whether
there are categorical differences between different types of intonation units and how far
such distinctions hold across different languages.

One of the most promising lines of research into cues for prosodic grouping is that of
tonal cohesion. Downstepping or downdrifting sequences have long been known to
provide important cohesion cues in many languages. Thus in Bambara (Mali) a

downdrifted sequence : /slsé nà lkúmrí/ will be interpreted as a single clause : "Sissé is
going to talk!" whereas the same sequence without downdrift /sìsé nà kúmá/ will be
interpreted as two clauses : "Sissé! Come a-nd talk!" (Hirst 1979). An lpward resotting of
pirch- has a distinct bounda¡y effect even in the absence of a nuclear pitch. movement in the

þreceding intonation unit (Kingdon 1958 p62). Research into prosodic Parsing,on the
basis of predictive models of tonal cohesion only just begun (Schuetze-Coburn, Shapley
& Webei l99l: Bruce, Granström, Gustafson & House in press) but promises to be one
of the most rewarding fields in prosody in years to come.

The investigationof the relationship between Intonation Uniß and syntactic, semantic
and pragmatic iepresentations has a long and varied history. Prosodic structure theory
(Selkirk 1978, Nespor & Vogel 1986) presents a rich aniculated theory of the relation
between syntax and phonology. This is further developped in Selkirk (1986, 1990)
whe¡e it is'claimed thãt each lower-o¡der constituent in a given language þhonological
word, phonological phrase) is characterised by two parameters : a designated syntactic
category (maximal projection/ lexical word) and a designated edge (leflright). Given
these two parameters the mapping from syntax to phonology is defined by ensuring that
the designãted edge of the designated syntactic constituents aligns with the corresponding
edges oi the pros-odic constitu¿nts. Selkirk has claimed several times that Intonational
phrases seem be governed by semantic rather than by syntaclic co-nstraints. I have argued
(Hißt 1993) thatã non-deterministic version of Selkirk's rule will in fact account for the
data which she found troublesome for a syttactic account. One way of formulating this
Mapping Rule is as follows :-Maþ 

a syntactic structure exhaustively onto a linear sequence oÍ inton^tionûl
phrases such that :
a.) the left end of each íntonational phrase corresponds to the left end of a maior
syntact¡c constituent
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b.) the intonationøl phrøse is no longer than the corresponding syntactic
const¡tttcnt.
The Mapping Rule also gives an interesting explanation for the fact that certain

Intonation Units boundaries are optional while others appear to be compulsory. I claim
that the difference stems from the non-linear nature of certain syntactic structures
(parentheticals, vocatives, non-restrictive relatives etc) and that linea¡ order is only
imposed after the (optional) choice oflntonation Unit bounda¡ies.

CONCLUSION
There is clearly a need for considerably more empirical data concerning the

appropriateness of prosodic constituents at different levels for modelling durational and
tonal characteristics of utterances. In particular very little is known conceming the way in
which such characteristics vary from one language to another and this is an obvious
priority task for the years to come.
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